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The Center's principal research directions are materials science and fluid dyniamics. Its projects in
the first direction include bounding the effective moduli of compxosite materials, and modelling the
microstructures which arise fron coherent phase transitions. Its projects in the second area include
modelling the effective diffusivity due to turbulent transIxor. Here are some highlights of the Center's
scienti fic achievements:

(a) Robert Kohn anti Stefan Muller studied dhe twinning that occurs in a martensitic phase transition.
Elastic energy considerations explain gross features such as the directions of the twinis and the rela-
tive volume fraction of each phase variant. Howev-r. finer features such as the length scale of twih-
ning require a more detailed model, incorporating surface energy effects. Kolhn and Muller have
developed a mathematical model which captures the essence of this phenomenon. It turns out that
there are two distinct regimes. In one, the twin planes are exactly parallel, and the twin width w is
related to the grain size L by the law w.L ". In the second, the twins branch self-similarly as the
approach the austenite, and w is related to the distance x to the ausienite by the law wzx'4. Previous
analyses -- of which there have been maniy in the physics and materials literatures -- all missed the
second regime, though something similar has been noted in the context of ferroclectric domahis.

(b) Graeme Milton and Gilles Francfort have been investigating the relation between sequential lamina-
lion and bounds on effective moduli. Their long-nage goal is to explain why sequential lamination
always seems sufficient for constructing composites with extremal effective behavior. This goal has
not yet been achieved, but considerable progress has been made. Milton and Frarictort have studied
what it means for a set L of effective tcIlsors to be stable under lamination. They have shown the
following property: for each point x on the boundary of L there is an associated quadratic form -",

depending only on the second order behavior of the boundary at x, with the property that 't.• is
quasiconvcx. Moreover, associated with -c, there is a set of effective moduli which is stable under
homogenization and includes x on its boundary. Milton's idea is that as x varies along the boundary
of L. thcsc stable sets should wrap around L. If this could be proved, then it would follow that
larnination-closed sets are in fact homogenization-closed. While this grand objective has not yet
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been achiieved: some oiler important pnopeilje. of G-closures have been established. In particular.
the woirk of Milton and Francfoil has showvn that for characterizing the set of possible effective

moduli obtainable by mixing Iwo materials in fixed volume fractions, it is sufficient to cornsider
bounds on sums of energies and complcmeniary energies.

(c) Marco Avellaneda and Andrew Majda have been working on the passive advection of a scalar quan-
tity by a stationary, incompressible velocity field. The goal is to identify the alpprupriate long-
distance, large-time scaling, andl a suitable effective equation. The scientific importancc of this work
lies in its link to recent theories for modelling eddy diffusivity in turbulent flow. In prior work Avcl-
laneda and Majda intrd(luced a class of "exactly renormalizable" models, whose effective behavior
can be computed explicitly. Their recent work includes an extension to the transport of inicifaces
rather than individual panlicles. Rigorous results have becn obtained concerning the fractal dinien-
sion of 1n evolving interface, and these cani be linked to experimental work in the turbulence litera-
lure. The work of Avellaneda and Majda has also explored the sense in which their "exactly rersor-
realizable models" provide an analytical test of the RNG ("rcnormalization group") method, intro-
duced by Yakhot aid Orszag for estimating eddy diffusivity in fully developed tuibulence. There
are a limited number of possible effective behaviors, which can be viewed as distinct types or
"phases" of turbulent behavior. The RNG method misses some of the phases completely, because it
is perturbative in character. Where it applies, however, its results are remarkably accurate. Avel-
laneda and Majda have shown that the phase diagram is not specific to the details of the "exactly
renormalizablc" examples. The same picture applies for any random, isotropic. incompressible vclo-
ci~ty field in a neighborhood o1f the Kolmog(:rov-Obukhov regime.

(d) Marco Avellaneda and Yves Achdou studied the permeability of porous rock (the constant in
D'Arcy's law), and more generally die dynamical permeability (describing the respo~inse to an oscil.
latory pressure gradient). Prior work in the physics literature had proposed empirical or "approxi-
mate" laws for these quantities in terms of the electrical behavior of the same rock. These empirical
laws were derived by means of a certain "effective medium" approximation. The work of Achdou

and Avellaneda showed that pore site dispersion and pore roughness effects can lead to systematic
deviations from the empirical laws. They used computer simulations to explore how the breakdown
of the effective medium appn)ximation depends on various features of the inicrostructure.

(e) G(raeule Milton and Leonid Gibiansky investigated the extension to viscoel'sticity of the well-

known Hashin-Shtriknian hound.Ls on the effective bulk modulus. This effective parameter cotntrols
the propagation of acoustic pressure waves. Milton and Gibiansky showed that the complex bulk
modulus of a two component composite lies in a certain lens shaped region of the complex plane.
Moreover special points on the boundary of the lens can be identified with the specific geometries.
This work is interesting not only for iLs result, but also for its method: it offers the first specific
application of a new variational principle for complex effective moduli, formulated a few years ago
by Cherkaev, Gibiansky. and Milton.

(1) Robert Kohn and Gregoire Allaire considered optimal bounds on the elastic energy of a mixturi of

Iwo materials, when the average strain is fixed. Such bounds are useful for structural optimization,
and also in the modelling of coherent phase transitions. Prior work of Avellaneda, Allaire, and
Kohn showed how to derive optimal energy bounds in considerable generality, provided that the
elasticity tensors of the two components are "well-ordered." The new work of Allaire and Kohn
extends the optimal lower bound on elastic energy to the case of two non-well-ordered but isotropic



inatenial. . Actullxy. twn diltter~nn irrjiine~nI46* ;Ir pre~sented: the first extendq an argument used by

WValpoic tn hiinl ihe, e~l)i.Miv' hoilk ni'.~Jlus: the second is based on Owth razwlliion mcrthod.

Reusides the intriniisic interest of the re-sult, this work helps to dcmnonsLrale the rxiwer of the transla-

tion miethod. and it Vuts ilhe work of Waipoic in an entirely new.~ light.
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